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Launched in 2016, the label an an londree represents brightly colored, luxurious and
sustainable fashion. Our collection is characterized by a small number of silhouette-lines,
available in various handmade fabrics, designed exclusively by an an londree. Due to
the variety of our exclusive fabrics, each silhouette-line can be produced in many
different versions and color-combinations.

We are especially proud of our handmade silk and velvet, which are all hand-printed and
mainly hand-embroidered. Certified, professional and reliable business partners execute
each of the production-design steps. Our anti-industrial approach promotes exclusive
craftsmanship for sustainable fashion. For the production of every single meter of fabric,
time and careful craftsmanship are needed and our designs are created with enormous
attention to detail. Our silhouette-lines ranges from coat-dresses, shirts, jackets and
dresses; we also offer several accessory items, like scarves and small bags. an an
londree was founded in 2016 in Kitzbühel, Austria by Andrea Harisch and Angelika
Paschbeck Follow us on Instagram!  www.instagram.com/ananlondree

Launched in 2016, the label an an londree represents brightly colored, luxurious and
sustainable fashion. Our collection is characterized by a small number of silhouette-lines,
available in various handmade fabrics, designed exclusively by an an londree. Due to
the variety of our exclusive fabrics, each silhouette-line can be produced in many
different versions and color-combinations. We are especially proud of our handmade silk
and velvet, which are all hand-printed and mainly hand-embroidered. Certified,
professional and reliable business partners execute each of the production-design steps.
Our anti-industrial approach promotes exclusive craftsmanship for sustainable fashion.
For the production of every single meter of fabric, time and careful craftsmanship are
needed and our designs are created with enormous attention to detail. Our
silhouette-lines ranges from coat-dresses, shirts, jackets and dresses; we also offer
several accessory items, like scarves and small bags. an an londree was founded in
2016 in Kitzbühel, Austria by Andrea Harisch and Angelika Paschbeck Follow us on
Instagram!  www.instagram.com/ananlondree
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